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1. Introduction 

Currently Unicode Tamil range does not include the sign, TAMIL OM. This document 
proposes addition of this character in Unicode, within the current Tamil range U+0B80 to 
U+0BFF. 

ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 2/WG 2 Proposal summary form N2652-F accompanies this 
document. 

1.1. Character proposed in this document 
Shape of proposed 

character Proposed name Proposed position 

                        TAMIL OM           0BD0 

1.2. About INFITT and INFITT WG02 

International Forum for Information Technology in Tamil (INFITT) is a                       
non-governmental organization, with cooperation from various state and national 
governments in the Tamil speaking countries. It also has participation from industry 
representatives and individuals with expertise in Information Technology and Tamil 
language. 

Working Group 2 (WG02) of INFITT deals with definition and implementation of 
Unicode in Tamil. WG02 also has a Liaison relationship with Unicode Consortium. 
Members of this working group are derived from various nations around the world, and 
represent interests of IT industry, governments, Tamil scholars, educators and other 
Tamil IT enthusiasts. This proposal has been prepared with the consensus of members of 
this working group. 

1.3. Demographics 

Tamil is the state language of the state of Tamil Nadu in India. It is also a national 
language in Sri Lanka and Singapore (Source: CIA World Factbook - 
http://www.cia.gov/cia/publications/factbook/index.html). Tamil is one of the widely 
spoken languages found in almost all countries of the world, and its non-conjunct script 
makes it easy for use in the net and learning even by Diaspora children. 
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So, Tamil in Unicode is one of the widely employed scripts originating in India. There 
are approximately 1200 bloggers in Tamil (Source: http://www.thamizmanam.com), and 
‘anbudan’ Unicode Tamil e-list (http://groups.google.com/group/anbudan/about ) had 
28,000 messages in its first year of operation. 

Total population of Tamil speakers around the world is estimated to be around 74 million 
(1999 estimate) as per the Ethnologue index prepared by Summer Institute of Linguistics. 
See the Ethonologue page for Tamil 
http://www.ethnologue.com/show_language.asp?code=TCV which provides details about 
the population and distribution of Tamil diaspora. 

2. TAMIL OM 

This document proposes to encode the sign named TAMIL OM in Unicode Tamil range 
at U+0BD0. TAMIL OM property values for data processing are:                   
0BD0;TAMIL OM;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;; 

2.1. Usage of Tamil OM 

Devanagari and Gujarati scripts have a sign named OM in their Unicode ranges. However 
in Tamil the corresponding slot is left vacant. Gurmukhi script also has an OM sign.  
Tamil OM sign is widely used in Hindu religious texts, temple publications, and as neon 
lamps of sign boards in shops etc. OM is a religious concept found in all three major 
religions born in India viz. Hinduism, Jainism and Buddhism. This document proposes to 
add the character TAMIL OM in Unicode Tamil range at U+0BD0. 

2.2  Transliterating Tamil OM  

In Indian scripts, Om has an anusvara following long O. There are linguistic differences 
between a full "m" and an anusvara "m".  Tamil Om (Section 1.1) has an anusvara M 
integrated inside just like other Indic scripts treat the anusvara m of Om in unique ways. 

Linguists have considered the question of OM origins in Indian languages and religions 
(Hinduism, Buddhism and Jainism) and concluded that OM is native to Dravidian. OM 
usually called Ongaaram in literature and is considered a single letter. This is because 
OM in Indian scripts (eg., Hindi, Gujarati, Tamil) is generally a separate sign because the 
M in OM is a nasalized m (m with a bindu/candrabindu) and not full m. A linguistics 
reference for OM sign originating from Dravidian, and subsequently borrowed into  Indo-
Aryan: Asko Parpola "On the Primary Meaning and Etymology of the sacred Syllable 
OM" in *Studia Orientalia* [Finnish Oriental Society] vol 50, 1980, pp. 195-213. 

 

 



Until Unicode 4.1 there was no Tamil Zero in Unicode. Tamil Zero was added to 
facilitate interoperability scenarios between Indic scripts. Similarly Tamil Om sign in 
Unicode will help immensely for transliterating between different Indic scripts. See the 
examples of Tamil and Devanagari scripts in Section 4. The following Table 1. provides 
the standard transliteration for OM into Roman script and a sample of OM signs in 
various Indic scripts including Tamil script are given . 

Table 1. OM sign  in some Indic scripts  
and its Roman transliteration 

 
 

Script 
 

 
Om sign  

 
Transliteration 
(ISO 15919) 

 
Unicode  

code-point 
 

 
 

Gujarati 

 

      ૐ 
 

 
 

 
 
 

0AD0 

 
    
   Devanagari 

 
 

ॐ 

 

 

 
 

0950 

 
 

Tamil 

 
 

          

 

 
 

 
 

0BD0 
(proposed) 

 
 

Gurmukhi 

 
 

ੴ 

 

     

 
 
 

0A74 

All the encoded OM signs in Indic scripts in Unicode do not involve the use of joiners 
like ZWJ or ZWNJ. It is recommended that this procedure of nonuse of ZWJ be followed 
for encoding Tamil OM also. Use of ZWJ has been avoided for other unique letters of 
Indic scripts, for example, in the encoding of Bengali Khanda Ta [Reference 1]. For the 
Malayalam chillu pre-pausal consonant letters, the existence of about 25+ chillus have 
been found. There are proposals to avoid their implementation using ZWJ [an example, 
Reference 2].  For several Dravidian script unique letters such as Telugu alveolar markers 
on letters CA and JA, it is proposed that joiners be not used as already done for Bengali 



Khanda TA. On the non-use of ZWJ for Malayalam Chillu letters, also refer to the letters 
supporting that position from  Drs. Gautam Sengupta, a linguist and a native expert on 
Bengali and K. G. Sulochana, a Malayalam expert from Kerala in the Indic (Unicode) list 
during April, 2006 discussions.  

Different stylistic glyph variants of the Tamil OM symbol are known to exist, and so the 
proposed U+0BD0 code-point may contain slightly different glyphs for the Tamil OM 
symbol in the future. In the absence of the Tamil OM symbol in a font or a typeface, the 
sequence O + Ma + PuLLi/Virama may be used for rendering purposes.  

When one searches for the Tamil OM sign, the search engine should  get hit only on that 
sign. It should not produce the O+Ma+Virama.  This is because of the fact that there is a 
difference between O followed by a whole consonant m and O followed by an anuswara 
M. In India, OM consists of the anuswara M as shown in Table 1, and this is found in the 
formal academic transliteration of OM into Roman script with a candrabindu (U+0310) 
placed over the letter, m. 

3. References 

1. Review of Bengali Khanda Ta and PRI-30 Feedback, P. Constable. 
L2/04-252, June 16, 2004. 
2. Dravidian script "markers" code-points in Unicode, Dr. N. Ganesan, 
L2/06-134, April 17, 2006. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 









 

 
ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 2/WG 2 

PROPOSAL SUMMARY FORM TO ACCOMPANY SUBMISSIONS 
FOR ADDITIONS TO THE REPERTOIRE OF ISO/IEC 10646 

Please fill all the sections A, B and C below. 
Please read Principles and Procedures Document (P & P) from 

http://www.dkuug.dk/JTC1/SC2/WG2/docs/principles.html for guidelines and details before filling this 
form. 

Please ensure you are using the latest Form from 
http://www.dkuug.dk/JTC1/SC2/WG2/docs/summaryform.html. 

See also http://www.dkuug.dk/JTC1/SC2/WG2/docs/roadmaps.html for latest Roadmaps. 
Form number: N2652-F (Original 1994-10-14; Revised 1995-01, 1995-04, 1996-04, 1996-08, 1999-03, 

2001-05, 2001-09, 2003-11) 

A. Administrative 

 
1. Title:   ____Addition of Tamil OM____________ 
2. Requester's name: _International Forum for Informational  
   Technology_______ _in Tamil (INFITT)____________________  
3. Requester type (Member body/Liaison/Individual contribution):  
   __Liaison___  
4. Submission date:              __2006-4-30___   
5. Requester's reference (if applicable): ___WG02 OM Proposal______  
6. Choose one of the following:  
   This is a complete proposal:     ____YES______  
   or, More information will be provided later   ________ 
 

B. Technical - General 
  

1. Choose one of the following: 
 a. This proposal is for a new script (set of characters):  ___NO___ 
    Proposed name of script: _______________________________________ 
 b. The proposal is for addition of character(s) to an existing block:  
    _YES_ 
    Name of the existing block: ____Tamil Range: 0B80-0BFF_________ 
2. Number of characters in proposal:  _______1_______ 
3. Proposed category (select one from below - see section 2.2 of P&P 
   document): 
  A-Contemporary    _YES_  B.1-Specialized (small collection)     _____ 
  B.2-Specialized (large collection) _____  C-Major extinct  ______ 
  D-Attested extinct   _____         E-Minor extinct     _____ 
  F-Archaic Hieroglyphic or Ideographic       _____ 
  G-Obscure or questionable usage symbols     _____ 
4. Proposed Level of Implementation (1, 2 or 3) 
       (see Annex K in P&P document):       _________1_________ 
  Is a rationale provided for the choice?        ___YES___ 
  If Yes, reference: __See attached proposal_____________________ 



5. Is a repertoire including character names provided?   ___YES___ 
   a. If YES, are the names in accordance with the "character naming 
 
   guidelines" in Annex L of P&P document?     ____YES____ 
   b. Are the character shapes attached in a legible form 
      suitable for review?          ____YES______ 
6. Who will provide the appropriate computerized font (ordered  
   preference: True Type, or PostScript format) for publishing  
   the standard? ___Mr. Muthu Nedumaran_(muthu@murasu.com)__ 
   If available now, identify source(s) for the font (include  
   address, e-mail, ftp-site, etc.) and indicate the tools used: 
 ______________________________________________________________________ 
7. References: 
   a. Are references (to other character sets, dictionaries, 
   descriptive texts etc.) provided?        ______YES________ 
   b. Are published examples of use (such as samples from newspapers, 
   magazines, or other sources) of proposed characters attached? 
                                                              
                                        ______YES________ 
8. Special encoding issues: 
   Does the proposal address other aspects of character data processing 
   (if applicable) such as input, presentation, sorting, searching, 
    indexing, transliteration etc. (if yes please enclose information)? 
      __YES___ See attached proposal.____________________ 
9. Additional Information: 
Submitters are invited to provide any additional information about 
Properties of the proposed Character(s) or Script that will assist in 
correct understanding of and correct linguistic processing of the 
proposed character(s) or script. Examples of such properties are: 
Casing information, Numeric information, Currency information, Display 
behaviour information such as line breaks, widths etc., Combining 
behaviour, Spacing behaviour, Directional behaviour, Default Collation 
behaviour, relevance in Mark Up contexts, Compatibility equivalence and 
other Unicode normalization related information. See the Unicode 
standard at http://www.unicode.org for such information on other 
scripts. Also see http://www.unicode.org/Public/UNIDATA/UCD.html and 
associated Unicode Technical Reports for information needed for 
consideration by the Unicode Technical Committee for inclusion in the 
Unicode Standard. 
 

 

C. Technical - Justification 
  

1.  Has this proposal for addition of character(s) been submitted  
    before? _NO_ 
    If YES explain ________________________________________________ 
2. Has contact been made to members of the user community (for example: 
   National Body, user groups of the script or characters, 
   other experts, etc.)?  _________YES__________ 
   If YES, with whom? _______INFITT WG02________ 
   If YES, available relevant documents: _See section 1.2 of  
   attached_proposal._________ 
3. Information on the user community for the proposed characters 



   (for example: size, demographics, information technology use, or 
   publishing use) is included? ___YES__  
   Reference: __See section 1.3 of attached proposal.___ 
 
4. The context of use for the proposed characters 
   (type of use; common or rare) ___Common_______ 
   Reference: __See attached proposal._______ 
5. Are the proposed characters in current use by the user community?    
  _YES_   If YES, where?  Reference: __See attached proposal.__ 
6. After giving due considerations to the principles in the P&P  
   document must the proposed characters be entirely in the BMP?     
   ____YES________ 
   If YES, is a rationale provided?  ___YES___ 
   If YES, reference:    __See attached proposal__ 
7. Should the proposed characters be kept together in a contiguous  
   range (rather than being scattered)?     ____YES____ 
8. Can any of the proposed characters be considered a presentation form 
   of an existing character or character sequence?  __POSSIBLE YES__ 
   If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided?  __YES__ 
   If YES, reference: __See section 2.2 of attached proposal.____ 
9. Can any of the proposed characters be encoded using a composed  
   character sequence of either existing characters or other proposed  
   characters? _YES_ 
   If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided? ___YES___ 
   If YES, reference: __See section 2.2 of attached proposal.___ 
10. Can any of the proposed character(s) be considered to be similar 
    (in   appearance or function) to an existing character? __NO__ 
    If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided? __________ 
    If YES, reference: __________________________________________ 
11. Does the proposal include use of combining characters and/or  
    use of composite sequences?      _____NO____ 
    If YES, is a rationale for such use provided?  ___________ 
    If YES, reference: _____________________________ 
    Is a list of composite sequences and their corresponding  
    Glyph images (graphic symbols) provided?  ______________ 
    If YES, reference: ______________________________________ 
12. Does the proposal contain characters with any special properties  
    such as control function or similar semantics?  ___NO____ 
    If YES, describe in detail (include attachment if necessary) 
    _____________________________________________ 
13. Does the proposal contain any Ideographic compatibility  
    character(s)?  _NO_ 
    If YES, is the equivalent corresponding unified ideographic 
    character(s) identified?  ___________ 
    If YES, reference: _________________________________ 

  




